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When Ian Hessel and his colleagues bought Hilite, a tier-one supplier of 
auto components to GM, Audi, and Volkswagen, they were sure of two 
things: they needed to expand globally, and they would insist on having 
only one IT system for financial and manufacturing data. 

Hessel and the other Hilite executives had previously run Sinter Metals, 
which in the process of growing into a 22-plant multinational acquired 
seven different ERP systems. �We had too many different systems,� said 
Hessel, now controller at Hilite and responsible for IT. �We couldn�t 
consolidate information; it was difficult to find information without doing a 
lot of leg work.� 

In 1999, Hessel and three other investors bought publicly-traded Hilite and 
took it private. Since then, they�ve acquired a company every year except 
2003. The company is now a global manufacturer with revenues of $400 
million, and it has replaced existing ERP systems in each of its acquisitions 
with one from QAD. 

�It�s important that we deliver what we said we were going [to deliver] to 
our investors,� said Hessel. �The only way we can do that is to have 
confidence in the numbers that come out of our systems.� And the only 
way to do that is to have a common system in all plants, regardless of 
product or geographic location, he said. 

Jeff Moore, managing director at BearingPoint, said this is a trend he has 
observed in nearly all of his clients that are growing globally. �Com-panies 
are trying to unwind and simplify,� he said. �Your ability to expand 
globally is greatly simplified by the fewer number of pieces you have.� 

Simple is better 
The benefits from having a common global platform far outweigh the 
hassle of changing over systems, according to both Moore and Hessel. In 
Hessel�s case, one of the benefits is lower cost. The QAD system Hilite 
uses is not the Cadillac of ERP systems, Hessel admitted, but that�s one of 
the things he likes about it. �One of the things we�ve learned is that you 
can�t provide everything to everybody. We use a simple system that does 
the nuts and bolts very well, and everyone uses it with very little 
customization,� he said. 

Hessel said he�s seen problems with higher priced systems such as SAP, 
which was running in Hilite�s latest acquisition in Germany. �It was a 
culture shock to have SAP taken out and QAD put in, but it actually 
improved visibility,� he said. �No one knew how to do the analysis. The 
system was cumbersome and user unfriendly. When you put in a simple 
system, you don�t get the fancy reports, but you get the basic data you 
can base decisions on.�  
 
�We�re financial people,� said Hessel. �We�re driven by results that 
keep our investors happy. One way to do that is to keep overhead low, and 
having a fleet of IT people and programmers is not good for business. To 
keep SAP in Germany, we would have needed five more people on staff. 
Not only is QAD less expensive per seat, but the maintenance is less and 
you don�t need a separate database administrator.� 

Moore said other important benefits from a common platform include lower 
infrastructure costs, decreased personnel requirements, and better 
business intelligence. �You now have a simplified data set,� he said. 
�Strategic activities are much simpler when you have one set of data that 
means something in a consistent way as opposed to three different things 
from three different systems.� 

Improved communications with external partners is another major benefit, 
said Moore. �Global supply chains are getting a lot more complicated. 
Whether you�re outsourcing manufacturing to China or elsewhere, your 
collaboration strategy involves global partners.� Obviously, having one 
common system from which to collaborate with external partners is 
considerably simpler than doing so from multiple systems. 
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Pick one, and go 
Regardless of the reason for the multiple systems, Moore recommends 
picking one and replacing the others. �If you�ve gotten to the point where 
you have five different systems in the organization, it�s unlikely that one 
is strategically different than another�there are pluses and minuses to 
all,� he said. �The value of being on a consistent platform outweighs 
allowing each business unit to do their own thing.� 

In some cases, Moore has seen companies treat the business units with 
non-conforming systems almost as acquired companies. �They consolidate 
them onto that one platform, convert all the data, and train the users,� he 
said. Another option is to move all the business units to a hosted 
application or even outsource the data function. 

In Hilite�s case, the team has learned several valuable lessons about 
making the transition. Hessel said dealing with the people side of changing 
out systems is certainly the hardest part, and there is no canned solution 
to making it work. �A lot of it is just persistence and taking the time to 
convince users that the system works,� he said. To do that, managers 
from newly acquired companies are taken to plants that are running the 
system. �They can see how it works and how it�s better than what they 
have today,� said Hessel. 

It�s essential to get buy-in at the top level, Hessel said. �If the top 
management team doesn�t believe in it, they�ll run their own, separate 
side systems.� Another important step is the installation. Hessel said Hilite 
sends a couple of �superusers� to the new site to help the acquired 
company�s IT staff with the implementation. 

Hilite�s German operation went live on the QAD in March of last year. 
Hessel said he gets the data he needs, and the division executives have 
better visibility into the plant. �They can look at what�s happening in the 
business and what will happen in the future. We want the local managers 
to be managing the business by looking to the future and preventing bad 
things from happening, rather than just reacting after they happen.� 
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